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Sex could be described in terms of being a sexual activity or a gender. Sex can be seen as being 

essential to the human life, reproduction can be executed minus sexual activity with the 

assistance of in vitro fertilization. Sex is performed to ensure the process of reproduction not 

only between humans but animals as well. The documentary discusses sexual selection which 

refers to a process between females and males strive to elevate the possibilities of successfully 

reproducing an idea put forward by Darwin.  

Throughout the film various animals are displayed such as the peacock used to represent the 

ways to mating, the male peacock utilizes his bright colored tail to attract the female by rushing 

over performing a little dance shaking or rattling his feathers, this gesture can make him become 

spotted by predators in an effortless way in my opinion this shows that the male peacock gains a 

higher chance of reproducing due to these characteristics. Darwin believed a species wouldn’t be 

able to survive without mating causing genes to die leaving no off springs relating today’s time 

where one can be judged for choosing not to have children. The film explains how men look at 

each other as competition which can be a masculine trait while women see men as choice being 

able to pick a mate out of millions of options referring to the peacocks since the male uses his 

feathers to attract the female leaving the female to determine if the male is strong enough to mate 

by the size of his tail, similar to humans where a man will try his best to make himself stand out 

from the others to catch the attention of the woman or women he’s after convincing her that he is 



the one for her while the woman picks the right suitor with the best genes. The documentary 

touches on gender roles being reversed discussing how the female Chicano lays her eggs for the 

male to keep them warm and raise the chicks leaving freedom for the female to produce more 

eggs which isn’t the traditional method for a female to have male characteristics. Since it is well 

known for males to stay back to nurture the eggs other female Chicanos prey on the eggs by 

destroying the nests mating with the male in order for him to protect the nest now showing how 

the animal competes to mate. Similar to human chimpanzees’ males are extremely dominate 

when getting the females attention to perform mating, on occasion chimpanzees practice 

homosexuality weather its between two men or women to fulfill their urge for sexual activity. 

Overall, the documentary expresses how animals participate in sexual selection when choosing a 

mate to reproduce based on factors such as dominance, visual/physical features or benefits 

similar to humans displaying there is not difference between the two. In my opinion there is a big 

similarity between humans and the songbirds with the shift of attractiveness towards genes, but 

the strongest similarity has to evolve the peacock due to human males trying there best to 

impress the female with the use of material items or physical attributes. After watching the film, 

I believe people along with animals are placed on earth to continue the process of reproduction 

as well as the theory of evolution. 
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